WILD MINDS I 2016
Welcome to a magnificent community garden where young minds are free to
explore, learn, and play in wildness.

WILD MINDS

For 10 glorious days, a group of youth came together with
and experienced a deep connection to nature where they had the unique
opportunity to help re-wild an urban space, once a garbage dump and now an
ecologically rich and diverse ecosystem.
Youth gained new skills and knowledge about food growing, ecology, healthy
eating , and environmental leadership.

Day 1.

Located in East Vancouver are the Strathcona and Cottonwood Community
Gardens, a hidden oasis in our inner city. A group of 10 Britannia Secondary youth are
rewilding a section of the gardens that will eventually grow into an urban forest that
was previously overgrown with Himalayan Blackberry, providing new habitat for various
native plants and animal species. The youth are loving the gardens and taking time to
explore the 4.5 acre gardens which include orchards, community gardens, pond areas,
bee hives, animal habitat, food forests, herb gardens, and existing wild areas.

Day 2. The Wild Minds partnership brings together the Environmental Youth

Alliance, the Grandview Woodland Food Connection, and Evergreen Foundation
each providing youth mentorship and expertise in ecology, gardening, and youth
engagement. The spaces to explore, the learning opportunities, and the simple beauty
of these gardens are providing the youth a new persective of the city. They are pumped
up and having fun.

Day 3. Our days are a mix of work in the youth garden and rewilding areas,

exploring, hanging out, preparing food, and eating together. It is great to see the
youth show up and on time, which tells us that they are interested in the gardens.
Today, we took time to learn about and observe some of the unique features in the
garden with the intent to create animal habitat space, which in turn will help support
food growth and other ecosystem values. We learned about bats and bat habitat and
looked for a good tree to attach a bat house.

Day 4. Over in the Environmental Youth Alliance Youth Garden, we spent alot of
time weeding, staking, prunning, and planting. This area is a partial food forest and
organized garden and with its own sense of wildness. We watched Allanah spend
the full morning work session watering plants and explained to her how the shrubs
needed a deep drink with a concentrated area of watering. She was laughing and
saying how happy all the plants were.

Day 5. Took a field trip to the beautiful Fraser Common Farm Co-op in Langely.

David Catzel toured us the farm where the youth learned about seed saving, the
difference between true potato seeds and seed potatoes, wasabi, flax, kale and brussel
sprout hybrids, weeding, and harvested a row of beets. For one youth leader, “the
opportunity allowed me to see how a community of people get together and grow their
own food, a process that many of us do not get to do since we’ve grown up in the city.
The atmosphere of hard-work of being self sufficient was shown through the pride of the
people working there and since I’ve left I am yearning to learn about growing my own
food so I can share that pride”.

What does Wild mean to you?
Extreme – doing things you don’t normally do, kinda a different experience
Creative - non-conventional or expressive
Making bird houses and other things
Curiosity - looking to explore, always searching for thrills
Plants - wild plants and diversity of living things
Outgoing
Get inside nature – an important feeling
In the city, you can find food, herbs, flowers to eat and enjoy
Lots of animals and plants

What did you like?
Making things and using the drill
Making birdhouses and working with wood. Was really fun to build something
from scratch.
Using natural plants to make useful things like hats and sandals. Allows us to live
with less impact.
Learning about plants and how they grow
Making dream catchers with natural materials
Meeting new people
Getting over the fear of bees
Enjoyed the lunches especially grilled cheese.

What did you learn?
Potatoes are basically clones of other potatoes
How to get seeds from plants – seed saving
Working in a group gets more work done
That I can use power tools
That flax can be used for clothing
I learned about hybrid plants
That tomatillos taste great
Bats like open nesting areas to avoid predators
How to make bird houses
Learned about plants for medicinal purposes
Seed saving and sorting
How to make dream catchers
What plants are not good for the garden
How to make salves
You have to water plants for 30 seconds or more to get maximum benefit
How to use a chopsaw and it was really fun
What herbs can grow anywhere, which I thought only grew in the forest
How to make rope from plants
I learned about gardening
How to use natural plants to make things
Bats can only have 1 or 2 babies a year

Day 6. Tackled some pretty wild areas today in the youth garden, cleaning some

weeds away from native Salmonberry. Also staked the tomatillos and we all discovered
that tomatillos along with mint in salads are amazing. As one youth remarked, “I loved
that we could pick fruit from the trees to eat”. Later spent some time in the compost area
layering a new batch of compost. Was a wild day for sure.

Day 7. Took some time to learn more about the plants in the garden and then take

some time in the shade to cool down. It has been a very hot week, so lots of watering and
I think everyone is a little heat fatigued. Went on a medicinal herb walk and checked out
the herb garden where we gathered herbs to make herbal tea.

Day 8. Took a break from gardening to learn about fibre arts and the making of

clothing and rope out of plant material with Rebecca Graham from EartHand Gleaners
Society. Noticed that the youth really enjoyed this activity…something about making
things with their hands. “I will never forget is learning how to weave with the yucca and
learning how to make our own rope. Our lovely teacher showed us these techniques and
it was amazing to see the breadth of her knowledge of these traditional techniques that
have been known for many generations but is slowly being forgotten by many”.

Day 9. The youth put their carpentry skills to use today building chickadee bird

houses. Turned out that one of the boys really shone through making bird house, leading
and directing the others to drill, screw, and assemble the birdhouses. It was in using the
power tools that he showed his aptitude and interest and he was very proud to show off
his completed birdhouse.
Preparing lunch, especially salads from freshly picked garden veggies was an important
part of the day. Lunch prep was a favorite activity for the youth. They worked hard and
were always hungry.

Day 10. Wild Minds has been a great project with the best attendance rate of any of
youth summer programs that we have run. I really can’t think of a better place to educate
kids on the importance of nature in an urban environment. On this last day we changed
things us a bit. Working with Theatre on Earth, we all created a first person story and
puppet show of a plant we connected with – a bit of earth theatre and alternative way of
understanding our relation to the plants. All in all, a great two weeks.
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